Press release
Lumitronix presents the PowerController V2 - a flexible control unit for
luminaire manufacturers
The German LED expert Lumitronix offers luminaire manufacturers a flexible control unit with many
functions with the PowerController V2. The managing director of the Swabian company, Christian
Hoffmann, is well aware of the advantages of the compact control unit: "Four input channels allow for
the individual connection of, for example, buttons, dimmers or sensors, while four output channels
ensure a great deal of flexibility when planning the most varied lighting scenarios. In addition, the slim
format of 99 x 29 x 13 mm allows installation in almost any type of luminaire."
Lumitronix' proprietary software allows luminaire designers to customize the control unit with the exact
functions required for a specific product family. They can either choose a pre-programmed standard
configuration or define themselves how the inputs and outputs are assigned or which functions are
executed.
The PowerController has also been designed with smart operability in mind. Lumitronix offers versions
of the mini control unit that support the integration of Casambi (Bluetooth) and DALI (network) by
means of extensions. In this way it is possible to operate the luminaires conveniently from the comfort
of the sofa with a smartphone or tablet, for example.
About Lumitronix
Lumitronix has been one of the leading specialists for LEDs and LED products for many years. As a
competent partner for industry, Lumitronix possesses extensive application knowledge from numerous
sectors. The Swabian company, based in Hechingen, Germany, has ISO 9001 certification and is also
the official distributor of market-leading manufacturers of LED technology. Lumitronix is not only
involved in the distribution of LED products, but also develops and manufactures in-house according
to customer-specific requirements. Quality Made in Germany.
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